
PLEASE NOTE THIS BROCHURE IS BEING CONSTANTLY
UPDATED

EDINBURGH YOGA
FESTIVAL 

PROGRAMME BROCHURE



FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EDINBURGH COMMUNITY YOGA AND
THEIR TRAUMA INFORMED PROGRAMMES PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

THE EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL IS A NOT
FOR PROFIT FESTIVAL WITH ALL FUNDS
BEING RIASES SUPPORTING STRAWBERRY
LEMONADE EVENTS AND EDINBURGH
COMMUNITY YOGA (THE ORIGINAL
FOUNDERS OF THE EVENTS.)

THE FOLLOWING PAGES PROVIDE A
BREAKDOWN OF ALL CLASSES HAPPENING
AT THE FESTIVAL. PLEASE CHECK BACK AS
WE ANNOUNCE MORE CLASSES AND
WORKSHOPS IN THE LEAD UP TO THE
FESTIVAL.

STRAWBERRY LEMONADE
EVENTS IS DELIGHTED TO
PRESENT THE 3RD
EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL

https://edinburghcommunityyoga.co.uk/


EVENT DETAILS
WHEN: SEPT 11TH 2021
WHERE: THE EDINBURGH YOGA
VILLAGE- CUSTOM HOUSE AND
CUSTOM LANE LEITH AND
STREAMED ONLINE
TIME: FROM 9AM TILL 7PM.

PLEASE NOTE THAT WHILE WE ARE DOING
EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER TO ENSURE
THAT NONE OF THE ABOVE CHANGES-
DUE TO THE CURRENT CLIMATE
UNAVOIDABLE CHANGES MAY OCCUR.



BEGINNER YOGA
NEVER DONE YOGA BEFORE? WELL
YOU ARE IN THE RIGHT PLACE TO
TRY! WITH AN ADULTS TICKET
OFFERING A MINIMUM OF 5 CLASSES
ON THE DAY YOU WILL BE ABLE TO
SAMPLE A RANGE OF PREACTICES.

FAMILY  YOGA
WE HAVE A RANGE OF FAMILY AND
KIDS ONLY CLASSES SO EVERYONE
CAN FIND THEIR ZEN. FAMILY
TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE WITH KIDS
UNDER 14 GOING FREE. FOR ALL
DETAILS SEE TICKETING PAGE.

MEDITATION AND
BREATHWORK

THE EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL
AIMS TO BRING A RANGE OF
CLASSES AND WORKSHOPS TO
ALIGN WITH YOUR PRACTICE AND
SUPPORT MENTAL HEALTH.

EVENT PROGRAMME



PLEASE BE AWARE THAT CLASSES ARE ONLY PROVISIONAL AT
THIS STAGE AND DUE TO THE CURRENT CLIMATE MAY CHANGE
AT SHORT NOTICE.

THE FOLLOWING PAGES
DETAIL THE PROVISIONAL
PROGRAMME FOR THE
EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL
'21. 



The Five Rites (Rituals) is a series of yogic exercises from the Buddhist branch of
yoga. The movements are thought to be over 2500 years old, with the potential
to positively affect your mental health, increase vitality and even prolong life. The
class will start with the first rite and progressively integrate the remaining four as
we move through a Vinyasa Flow - finishing with a seated meditation. 

Melissa aims to create a vibrant and inclusive environment, and encourages you
to have fun and get to know your fellow yogis before and after class (safely of
course). The flow is dynamic and potentially challenging - an excellent
opportunity to practice patience, self compassion and lightheartedness.  

All welcome - diversity is the spice of life - Namaste! 

Instagram @MelissaBairdYoga

MELISSA BAIRD - 5 TIBETAN RITES

Charlotte Boyd//Firm Feet® will open the festival with a softening sound meditation. Aliven
and gently wake into the day, preparing your body for movement by receiving soothing and
healing sounds. In this session, Charlotte uses her voice, gong, tuning forks, ocean drum
and singing bowls to create an energizing yet calming effect. Charlotte will soften into your
body with gentle breathing and body relaxation techniques.

Sound healing can have a powerful effect on the whole body and can lower anxiety and
stress levels by calming the central nervous system. Sound healing can provide stimulus,
vibration and joy which can boost your mood amongst many other health positives.
 
Please wear loose and comfortable clothing. Bring a light blanket or layers. It is likely your
body temperature will cool down during the session. It is also nice to bring an eye pillow,
eye mask or something to cover your eyes with. 

Instagram @FirmFeet

CHARLOTTE FROM FIRM FEET
SOUNDBATH
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Our protective hearts sometimes keep things, emotions, and ideas safeguarded even
if they no longer serve us. Join Eniko for a dynamic vinyasa flow ritual where we cast
one of these attachments into a symbolic fire – representing our commitment to
letting it go. Please bring along a (small) object for the class that symbolises
something in your life that you are ready to release. All levels are welcome, and if you
usually work with props for hip, heart and shoulder openers, please feel free to bring
those along too.

Instagram @EnikoZsemberi

ENIKO - CAST IT INTO THE FIRE FLOW 
HIIT & Flow is a blend of high intensity interval training Ccombining yoga
inspired movements. Expect to get your heart pumping, and release those feel
good endorphins with bursts of high intensity body weight exercises followed by
short rest periods and then calm the mind and body with a gentle stretch and
flow to release any tension and leave you feeling Zen and ready for the weekend.

Instagram @londonscottishmum 

ANNA CARNEGIE - HIIT & FLOW
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Meghan Campbell Yoga offers vinyasa yoga with focus on physical sustainability.
Meghan is passionate about mobility, allowing you to access fluid movement at any
level of your practice. Meghan's classes will give you the opportunity to gain a new
awareness, respect and understanding of your body & mind.

Instagram @MeghanCampbellYoga

MEGHAN CAMPBELL YOGA
Anusara yoga is alignment based hatha yoga using uplifting themes to help you
really feel the poses.

In this hour Jen will start with some breath work and centering then will move
you through a range of standing and seated poses before you finish with some
restorative poses and back to our breath to finish. A truly centering expereince.

You will need two blocks and a strap for this class.

Instagram @JenHughesYoga

JEN HUGHES - ANUSARA YOGA
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ANA- FIT 2SHINE TECHNO/DISCO
CLOSING PARTYA take on a classic vinyasa. Delve into this opening practice with an open mind, and

leave with an open body. This invigorating practice will leave you feeling light and
relaxed. Find a new path through your flow by moving how you want to move'.
’Elspeth has taught in Puregym, Nuffield, The Yoga Room and for Edinburgh
University, as well as teaching privately.

All levels welcome

Instagram @elsaliceyoga

ELSPETH - VINYASA FREEDOM FLOW

EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021 PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME

Ana Petrova is an Edinburgh-based fitness and yoga instructor, co-founder of Fit2Shine
female-only fitness community and a retired party animal. Spacey Beats Yoga is her tribute to
the 5 AM chill-out tents at electronic music festivals, where everything and anything was
possible.

It’s a free form of slow vinyasa yoga done to the beats of electronic music, from downtempo
to experimental house to melodic techno to occasional electro pop, or, put simply, Ana’s
Favourite Dance Stuff. Combining the power of electronic music and yoga, this playful class is
a great way to let loose and unwind without necessarily having to stay up all night.

Instagram @fit2shine.uk



NOELLE MARIE YOGA

EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021 PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME

ZURI - LATE SUMMER EARTHY FLOW
Zuri specialises in Seasonal Yoga, a type of yoga that brings in elements from the TCM (Traditional

Chinese Medicine) tradition to align you with the changing energies in Nature and live a

harmonious life. Her Earthy Late Summer practice will bring you back to your centre and leave

you nourished and satisfied with your achievements, both on and off the mat. Join her for a

grounding flow that will stimulate the spleen and stomach meridian lines, which are at their

peak this time of year, releasing any blockages and letting the energy flow freely. All levels are

welcome. Look forward to practicing with you

Instagram @seasonal_zuri

Often, we are readily willing to give love but we forget to show ourselves some love. Take some time

to let the love in and connect with your heart space. Join Noelle for a heart-opening vinyasa flow

with a focus on connecting to Anahata, our Heart chakra. � Working with the themes of self-love

and following your heart, we will balance our heart chakra energy with a visualisation meditation, a

mudra, and an affirmation as we work up to the peak pose of the sequence.

Noelle’s teaching style focuses on alignment and finding awareness in your own body as she firmly

believes that yoga is a journey of self-discovery and should be for everybody and every body. The

mat is not a place for ego, perfection or judgement. Noelle loves to work with subtle body energies

and sequencing flows focused on chakra healing and balancing. 

Props like blocks and a strap will be incorporated and modifications and amplifications will be

offered to make the practice accessible to all levels. Students will explore their own bodies,

discovering the balance between effort and ease. 

Noelle has been fortunate to live nomadically, travelling to more than fifty countries. During her

travels, a lot changed, but her yoga practise was the one constant. Practising with numerous,

diverse teachers in a variety of cultures, Noelle gained a unique understanding of all aspects of yoga,

particularly yoga philosophy and spirituality which she looks forward to sharing with you on the

mat.

Love & Light!

Instagram: @NoelleMarieYoga



NINA - EMPOWERING WARRIOR FLOW 

EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021 PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME

Join Nina and explore your inner Warrior through this freeing, and accessible for all, Warrior
Flow class. 

We'll explore and flow through yoga's warrior postures, incorporate mudra and feel our best
through this steady, yet invigorating flow. You'll come away ready to face the rest of the day
and feel you can tackle anything!

There will be some breathwork and a short guided relaxation post-practice. 

KIRSTY DICKSON - SELF HYPNOSIS 
Kirsty is a vinyasa yoga teacher, who also works as a dentist with a special interest
in dental anxiety. She trained with the British Society of Medical and Dental
Hypnosis to allow her to carry out clinical hypnosis. Her vinyasa practices uses this
training and experience to pull on elements of hypnotic suggestion. The practice
will deepen your knowledge on the science of yoga's ability to reduce anxieties. It is
through this knowledge that you can start to mindfully engage with your practice
and those to come. 

Kirstys practice will smoothly move you while also building knowledge on how to
regulate your internal environment. The final Shavasana will also build in
techniques which will allow you to also utilise Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP)
when approaching challenges and anxieties in your everyday life. 

Kirstys practice aims to increase your introspective ability aiming to build up your
mind body connection and control one hypnotic vinyasa at a time. 



THE FOLLOWING PAGES DETAIL THE WORKSHOPS ON
OFFER AT THE EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021.

WORKSHOPS



The Edinburgh Yoga
Festival is delighted to
welcome
WanderWomen as they
host a small group
workshop.
This is your opportunity for some time out, a chance to
slow down, enjoy the urban outdoors, a chance for deep
breathing, apply selfcare and grounding, reflection on
life, connect with nature and with like-hearted women!

With only 8 places available, these sessions are sure to
fill up fast. More information regarding the session can be
found on the next page.



What to expect:
Mindfulness, Adventure, Nature Awe and Connection
Snacks and hot drinks are provided, as well as seat mats.
You will leave feeling refreshed, invigorated, inspired and
happy to be alive, smelling of fire and freedom!
Limited numbers of tickets available, to keep the group small,
dynamic and supportive.
If you would like to find out more ahead of booking, or have any
concerns, please email anna@wander-women.co.uk
Please let me know of any food allergies and potential health
issues and conditions, access needs, etc.
This event will run with min 4 women participants. Max 8.
A Whatsapp Group will be created, in order to e-meet each
other beforehand, in order to arrange shared lifts and
transport, share photos, and to keep in touch!
Find WanderWomen Scotland on Facebook, Instagram (both
@wanderwomenscotland) as well as Twitter
(@wanderwomen9)

WORKSHOPS

mailto:anna@wander-women.co.uk


The Edinburgh Yoga
Festival is delighted to
welcome When Still
Waters Speak as they
host a small group
workshop.
Drop from your head into your heart through a meditative
tea ceremony experience guided by The Way of Tea
facilitator and founder of When Still Waters Speak, LiYing
Lim.



What Happens In The Tea Ceremony

· Breath ~ a conduit between body and mind, signalling the mind to
work for you, not against you. My method encompasses the activation
of the chakra system and purification of the energetic toric field to
quantum flip your current state to manifest your true magnificence and
live a life of abundance and resourcefulness.

· Tea ~ the great connector between humans and all matters of jing
(essence), qi (energy/subtle body) and Shen (spirit), we find presence
and connect to the wisdom of Father Sky and Mother Earth through the
magic of wild, untainted Tea leaves

· Words ~ what the ancients used to call "cloud scrolls" from heavens
above, we will learn how to use words to powerfully root in our vision,
dreams, and observe our self-limiting beliefs and build a
compassionate container for the traumas that we store within our
subconscious and unconscious body.

· Body ~ the bridge between spirit and mind, communicating the
true nature of your soul so the mind can carry out meaningful
actions that serves your expansion

WORKSHOPS



LINK HERE

CURRENTLY WE ARE ASKING FOR TICKET
HOLDERS TO TELL US WHAT CLASSES
THEY ARE MOST INTERESTED IN TO HELP
US ALLOCATE THE PERFECT ROOM
FROM THERE YOU WILL BE ABLE TO
BOOK YOUR SLOTS.

PLEASE KEEP
CHECKING BACK
AS WE ANNOUNCE
MORE CLASES 

https://forms.gle/4qgEaq9VbQHruLNp9


EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021 PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE

Custom Lane 

STUDIO 1

9:30am - 10:30am

10:45am - 11:30am

11:45am - 12:30pm

1:30pm - 3:00pm

3:15pm - 4:00pm

5:30pm - 6:30pm

 Vinyasa Freedom

 Flow 

Hit and Chill

Five Tibetan Rites

Cast it into 

the fire Flow

Vinyassa Flow

Disco/Closing Party



EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021 PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE

Custom
House

Studio 2

9:30am - 10:30am

10:45am - 11:30am

11:45pm - 12:30pm

1:30PM - 2:30PM

 2:45PM - 3:30PM

Sound Bath

Powerful Warrior 

Flow

Womens's Circle 

Anusara

Hypnosis Yoga



EDINBURGH YOGA FESTIVAL 2021 PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE

Custom House

Studio 3

1:00pm - 1:45pm

2:00pm - 3:00pm

3:15pm - 4:00pm

4:15pm - 4:45pm
Tea Workshop

Heart Warming

Flow

Late Summer Earthy Flow

Is Yogic Stealth Diet

 Culture Cleanising?



#EdYogaFest

ARE YOU READY
TO GET IT OMM?



Contact 
details

Info@edyogafest.co.uk

Instagram @EdYogaFest

Proud to
support 


